Optimise your business processes.
Digitalisation is unstoppable and affects all areas of business and life. Digitalisation
is simultaneously an opportunity and a challenge. The challenge is to engage with
something new, while the opportunity is to profit extensively from it. With MAN
DigitalServices, we ensure that you are able to use our products smarter and with even

less complexity. MAN services strive to optimise functional and business processes,
all having one thing in common: they make your transport business simpler and
more efficient – and thus more profitable. www.digital.man

MAN DigitalServices Hotline
for questions about the RIO Box, about registration on the RIO platform operated by our partner TB Digital Services GmbH or
about data protection:
00800-63444825, Monday to Friday 08:00–17:00

SIMPLIFYING BUSINESS
WITH MAN DIGITALSERVICES.
Simply ingenious – ingeniously simple.
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MAN Truck & Bus – a member of the MAN Group

INNOVATION KNOWS NO END.
BUT ALWAYS FINDS A WAY.
We are MAN. We have specialised in transport solutions for more than 100 years – to
give you everything you need to simplify the flow of people and goods. Along the way
to becoming what we are today, we have continually evolved and reinvented ourselves.
Our focus is on innovations designed to make your future successful and efficient. With
the digitalised services from MAN DigitalServices, we make your use of MAN vehicles
more economical, more environmentally friendly, safer, more comfortable, and better
networked across an entire system.

MAN DigitalServices encompass vehicle-specific services that offer you a c
 omprehensive
overview of your fleet and vehicle data. MAN DigitalServices make it possible to o
 ptimise
the availability of your vehicles and achieve less downtime, better-trained drivers,
reduced operating costs, minimised expenses and maximised benefits. The essence of
MAN DigitalServices is to strive to let you focus fully and completely on what you do best:
your core business.

With our intelligent, innovative MAN DigitalServices,
you will soon get real-time feedback on ...

... your MAN vehicle data and valuable analyses derived therefrom,
regardless of location or time.

THESE DAYS ‘STRONG TOGETHER’ MEANS
INTELLIGENTLY NETWORKED.
Digitalisation means renewal – rethinking things anew – in order to make things simpler,
better and more efficient. This can be achieved, for example, by networking service offers
intelligently into a comprehensive connectivity solution. And this is precisely what we are
doing: MAN DigitalServices is an integral aspect of the cloud-based RIO ecosystem.
You have access to MAN DigitalServices and other digital partner a
 pplications via RIO
Marketplace.

Our digital service packages give you perfectly tailored options
for addressing your specific needs ...

By registering on the RIO platform* and setting up specific vehicles, the RIO Box**
and the basic service MAN Essentials are automatically activated free of charge.
Changing or supplementing digital services can then be accomplished at any time using
Marketplace. Step into your intelligently networked future – now.

*operated by TB Digital Services GmbH
**All MAN Euro 6c trucks produced since August 2017 are equipped with the RIO Box. TBM2 is compatible with RIO using the
MAN Bridge. TBM1 customers should please contact the MAN DigitalServices Hotline.

... comprehensive monitoring of your vehicles, in order to be able
to efficiently design your core business for the future.

